
The Weekly Catch
Updates and information you don't want to miss!

Steelhead's New Reporting Filter
Effortlessly filter report results using any criteria you

choose!
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No Coding Required: Filter report results by customer, date, part locations, time, or

anything else you can think of! 

You asked and we answered - reporting in Steelhead now allows you to use

variables to adjust your report results on the fly! Instantly filter report results by

customer, date, where parts are at in your shop, or any other combination of criteria

that you can think of. 

 

Reach out to support@gosteelhead.com to get custom reporting filters set up today!

 

REQUEST CUSTOM REPORT

New Office
Come See Our Minnesota Office!
 

Our growing team is excited to find a new place to call "home" just west of

Minneapolis. If you are in the area and want to visit, make sure to stop by our Suite

at 5600 Pioneer Creek in Maple Plain, MN!
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This Week: FABTECH 2023
BOOTH D40242
 

Come visit us at FABTECH to access world-class exhibits, hands-on product demos,

and more - mention this newsletter at our booth and ask about our show

special!



FABTECH WEBSITE

Welcome to Steelhead
Lars Halonen, Sales Engineer
We are excited to welcome Lars to our team of powerhouse sales engineers,

bringing a wealth of experience in manufacturing account management, sales, and

marketing. Welcome to the team, Lars!

 

Jacob Sieter, Intern
Jacob is a student at Michigan Tech studying Computer Science.

"As a new member of the Steelhead team, I am looking forward to an exciting

opportunity to work alongside many experienced professionals and greatly expand

my knowledge of programming in a real-world environment."
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Careers at Steelhead
Come join our growing team!
We are growing quickly and regularly hire for new positions. If you are interested in

playing a critical role in the manufacturing industry, submit an application with your

resume today!

APPLY TODAY
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Steelhead's leadership team had a wonderful time recruiting new engineers on campus at

Michigan Tech's Career Fest last week.

PARTNERING WITH

Steelhead Technologies, 100 5th Street, Suite 2, Calumet, MI 49913, United States
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